**PETERSEN’S ABOMINATIONS**

*Petersen's Abominations* bring together five modern-day *Call of Cthulhu* scenarios, with advice to take them from self-contained evenings of dread to longer tales of terror.

A collection of five nightmarish modern-day scenarios for *Call of Cthulhu*. Gathered from across the aeons, this anthology of horror brings together for the first time a series of scenarios from the mind of Sandy Petersen, the creator of the *Call of Cthulhu* Roleplaying Game. Each scenario is designed for one or more sessions of play.

- **In Panacea**, a young and shadowy corporation is in the midst of human trials for a miracle cure with an unspeakable origin.
- When the descendant of artist Johan Schiegel makes their journey to the remote wilderness of British Columbia, *Hotel Hell* holds an inheritance for them that could destroy the world.
- **Mohole** takes auditors of a secret government drilling operation to the North Sea, where the crew of the oil rig will break open a channel to ancient horror.
- **The Derelict** thrusts a salvage crew in the North Atlantic looking for a missing ship into a rescue mission that brings the attention of an ancient evil down on their heads.
- When it comes to the **Voice on the Phone**, the bond of two brothers among violence in Dallas is being challenged by something unexpected.

**Selling Points**

- This volume was written by *Call of Cthulhu’s* creator, Sandy Petersen, and *Call of Cthulhu* line editor Mike Mason.
- The book contains advice on how to lengthen any of these one-shot scenarios, allowing for the core of the scenario to become a springboard for future sessions.
- Each scenario includes pre-generated investigators, allowing Keepers and players to jump into play immediately.

**Target Audience**

- Fans of *Call of Cthulhu*.
- Gamers who want to try *Call of Cthulhu* in a modern setting.
- Fans of modern horror movies who want to play a game reflecting those themes.

**Related Products**

- Call of Cthulhu Keeper Rulebook (CHA23135-H)
- Call of Cthulhu Keeper Screen Pack (CHA23137)
- Doors to Darkness (CHA23148-H)